GENDER AND VICTIMIZATION RISK AMONG YOUNG WOMEN IN GANGS

JODY MILLER

Research has documented the enhancement effects of gang involvement for criminal offending, but little attention has been given to victimization. This article examines how gang involvement shapes young women’s risks of victimization. Based on interviews with active gang members, the author suggests that (1) gang participation exposes youths to victimization risk and (2) it does so in gendered ways. Young women can use gender to decrease their risk of being harmed by rival gangs or other street participants by not participating in “masculine” activities such as fighting and committing crime. However, the consequence is that they are viewed as lesser members of their gangs and may be exposed to greater risk of victimization within their gangs. The author suggests that more research is needed to examine whether and how gang involvement enhances youths’ exposure to victimization risk, and that researchers should maintain a recognition of the role of gender in shaping these processes.

An underdeveloped area in the gang literature is the relationship between gang participation and victimization risk. There are notable reasons to consider the issue significant. We now have strong evidence that delinquent lifestyles are associated with increased risk of victimization (Lauritsen, Sampson, and Laub 1991). Gangs are social groups that are organized around delinquency (see Klein 1995), and participation in gangs has been shown to escalate youths’ involvement in crime, including violent crime (Esbensen and Huizinga 1993; Esbensen, Huizinga, and Weiher 1993; Fagan 1989, 1990; Thornberry et al. 1993). Moreover, research on gang violence indicates that the primary targets of this violence are other gang members (Block and Block 1993; Decker 1996; Klein and Maxson 1989; Sanders 1993). As such, gang
participation can be recognized as a delinquent lifestyle that is likely to involve high risks of victimization (see Huff 1996:97). Although research on female gang involvement has expanded in recent years and includes the examination of issues such as violence and victimization, the oversight regarding the relationship between gang participation and violent victimization extends to this work as well.

The coalescence of attention to the proliferation of gangs and gang violence (Block and Block 1993; Curry, Ball, and Decker 1996; Decker 1996; Klein 1995; Klein and Maxson 1989; Sanders 1993), and a possible disproportionate rise in female participation in violent crimes more generally (Baskin, Sommers, and Fagan 1993; but see Chesney-Lind, Shelden, and Joe 1996), has led to a specific concern with examining female gang members’ violent activities. As a result, some recent research on girls in gangs has examined these young women’s participation in violence and other crimes as offenders (Bjerregaard and Smith 1993; Brotherton 1996; Fagan 1990; Lauderback, Hansen, and Waldorf 1992; Taylor, 1993). However, an additional question worth investigation is what relationships exist between young women’s gang involvement and their experiences and risk of victimization. Based on in-depth interviews with female gang members, this article examines the ways in which gender shapes victimization risk within street gangs.

GENDER, VIOLENCE, AND VICTIMIZATION

Feminist scholars have played a significant role in bringing attention to the overlapping nature of women’s criminal offending and patterns of victimization, emphasizing the relationships of gender inequality and sexual exploitation to women’s participation in crime (Arnold 1990; Campbell 1984; Chesney-Lind and Rodriguez 1983; Daly 1992; Gilfus 1992). In regard to female gang involvement, recent research suggests that young women in gangs have disproportionate histories of victimization before gang involvement as compared with nongang females (Miller 1996) and gang males (Joe and Chesney-Lind 1995; Moore 1991). Moreover, there is evidence that young women turn to gangs, in part, as a means of protecting themselves from violence and other problems in their families and from mistreatment at the hands of men in their lives (Joe and Chesney-Lind 1995; Lauderback et al. 1992).

This is not surprising, given the social contexts these young women face. Many young women in gangs are living in impoverished urban “underclass” communities where violence is both extensive and a “sanctioned response to
[the] oppressive material conditions” associated with inequality, segregation, and isolation (Simpson 1991:129; see also Sampson and Wilson 1995; Wilson 1996). Moreover, violence against women is heightened by the nature of the urban street world, where gendered power relations are played out (Connell 1987), crack markets have intensified the degradation of women (Bourgois and Dunlap 1993; Maher and Curtis 1992), and structural changes may have increased cultural support for violence against women (Wilson 1996).

The social world of adolescence is highly gendered as well (Eder 1995; Lees 1993; Thorne 1993). It is a period in which peer relationships increase in significance for youths, and this is magnified, especially for girls, with increased self-consciousness and sensitivity to others’ perceptions of them (Pesce and Harding 1986). In addition, it is characterized by a “shift from the relatively asexual gender system of childhood to the overtly sexualized gender systems of adolescence and adulthood” (Thorne 1993:135). Young women find themselves in a contradictory position. Increasingly, they receive status from their peers via their association with, and attractiveness to, young men, but they are denigrated for their sexual activity and threatened with the labels slut and ho (Eder 1995; Lees 1993). The contexts of adolescence and the urban street world, then, have unique features likely to make young women particularly vulnerable to victimization. Thus, for some young women, gang involvement may appear to be a useful means of negotiating within these environments.

However, as Bourgois (1995) notes, actions taken to resist oppression can ultimately result in increased harm. Among young women in gangs, an important question to examine is how participation in gangs itself shapes young women’s risk of victimization, including the question of whether gang involvement places girls at higher risks of victimization because of a potential increased involvement in crime. Lauritsen et al. (1991) found that “adolescent involvement in delinquent lifestyles strongly increases the risk of both personal and property victimization” (p. 265). Moreover, gender as a predictor of victimization risk among adolescents decreases when participation in delinquent lifestyles is controlled for (Lauritsen et al. 1991). That is, much of young men’s greater victimization risk can be accounted for by their greater participation in offending behaviors. Among gang members, then, involvement in crime is likely associated with increased risk for victimization. Gang girls’ participation in crime is thus an important consideration if we hope to understand the relationship between their gang membership and victimization risk.
GIRLS, GANGS, AND CRIME

Research comparing gang and nongang youths has consistently found that serious criminal involvement is a feature that distinguishes gangs from other groups of youths (Bjerregaard and Smith 1993; Esbensen and Huizinga 1993; Esbensen et al. 1993; Fagan 1989, 1990; Klein 1995; Thornberry et al. 1993; Winfree et al. 1992). Until recently, however, little attention was paid to young women’s participation in serious and violent gang-related crime. Most traditional gang research emphasized the auxiliary and peripheral nature of girls’ gang involvement and often resulted in an almost exclusive emphasis on girls’ sexuality and sexual activities with male gang members, downplaying their participation in delinquency (for critiques of gender bias in gang research, see Campbell 1984, 1990; Taylor 1993).

However, recent estimates of female gang involvement have caused researchers to pay greater attention to gang girls’ activities. This evidence suggests that young women approximate anywhere from 10 to 38 percent of gang members (Campbell 1984; Chesney-Lind 1993; Esbensen 1996; Fagan 1990; Moore 1991), that female gang participation may be increasing (Fagan 1990; Spergel and Curry 1993; Taylor 1993), and that in some urban areas, upward of one-fifth of girls report gang affiliations (Bjerregaard and Smith 1993; Winfree et al. 1992). As female gang members have become recognized as a group worthy of criminologists’ attention, we have garnered new information regarding their involvement in delinquency in general, and violence in particular.

Recent research on female gang involvement indicates that the pattern of higher rates of criminal involvement for gang members holds for girls as well as their male counterparts (Bjerregaard and Smith 1993; Esbensen and Winfree forthcoming; Thornberry et al. 1993). The enhancement effect of gang membership is most noticeable for serious delinquency and marijuana use (Thornberry et al. 1993). Bjerregaard and Smith (1993) summarize:

The traditional gang literature has generally suggested that gang membership enhances delinquent activity, and particularly serious delinquent activity for males, but not for females. In contrast, our study suggests that for females also, gangs are consistently associated with a greater prevalence and with higher rates of delinquency and substance use. Furthermore, the results suggest that for both sexes, gangs membership has an approximately equal impact on a variety of measures of delinquent behavior. (P. 346)

An interesting counterpart is provided by Bowker, Gross, and Klein (1980), who suggest there is evidence of “the structural exclusion of young
women from male delinquent activities)” within gangs (p. 516). Their (male) respondents suggested that not only were girls excluded from the planning of delinquent acts, but when girls inadvertently showed up at the location of a planned incident, it was frequently postponed or terminated. Likewise, Fagan (1990) reports greater gender differences in delinquency between gang members than between nongang youths (pp. 196-97). Male gang members were significantly more involved in the most serious forms of delinquency, whereas for alcohol use, drug sales, extortion, and property damage, gender differences were not significant.

However, Fagan also reports that “prevalence rates for female gang members exceeded the rates for non-gang males” for all the categories of delinquency he measured (see also Esbensen and Winfree 1998). Fagan (1990) summarizes his findings in relation to girls as follows:

More than 40% of the female gang members were classified in the least serious category, a substantial difference from their male counterparts [15.5 percent]. Among female gang members, there was a bimodal distribution, with nearly as many multiple index offenders as petty delinquents. Evidently, female gang members avoid more serious delinquent involvement than their male counterparts. Yet their extensive involvement in serious delinquent behaviors well exceeds that of non-gang males or females. (P. 201, my emphasis)

Few would dispute that when it comes to serious delinquency, male gang members are involved more frequently than their female counterparts. However, this evidence does suggest that young women in gangs are more involved in serious criminal activities than was previously believed and also tend to be more involved than nongang youths—male or female. As such, they likely are exposed to greater victimization risk than nongang youths as well.

In addition, given the social contexts described above, it is reasonable to assume that young women’s victimization risk within gangs is also shaped by gender. Gang activities (such as fighting for status and retaliation) create a particular set of factors that increase gang members’ victimization risk and repeat victimization risk—constructions of gender identity may shape these risks in particular ways for girls. For instance, young women’s adoption of masculine attributes may provide a means of participating and gaining status within gangs but may also lead to increased risk of victimization as a result of deeper immersion in delinquent activities. On the other hand, experiences of victimization may contribute to girls’ denigration and thus increase their risk for repeat victimization through gendered responses and labeling—for example, when sexual victimization leads to perceptions of sexual availabil-
ity or when victimization leads an individual to be viewed as weak. In addition, femaleness is an individual attribute that has the capacity to mark young women as “safe” crime victims (e.g., easy targets) or, conversely, to deem them “off limits.” My goal here is to examine the gendered nature of violence within gangs, with a specific focus on how gender shapes young women’s victimization risk.

**METHODOLOGY**

Data presented in this article come from survey and semistructured in-depth interviews with 20 female members of mixed-gender gangs in Columbus, Ohio. The interviewees ranged in age from 12 to 17; just over three-quarters were African American or multiracial (16 of 20), and the rest (4 of 20) were White. The sample was drawn primarily from several local agencies in Columbus working with at-risk youths, including the county juvenile detention center, a shelter care facility for adolescent girls, a day school within the same institution, and a local community agency. The project was structured as a gang/nongang comparison, and I interviewed a total of 46 girls. Gang membership was determined during the survey interview by self-definition: About one-quarter of the way through the 50+ page interview, young women were asked a series of questions about the friends they spent time with. They then were asked whether these friends were gang involved and whether they themselves were gang members. Of the 46 girls interviewed, 21 reported that they were gang members, and an additional 3 reported being gang involved (hanging out primarily with gangs or gang members) but not gang members. The rest reported no gang involvement.

A great deal of recent research suggests that self-report data provide comparatively reliable and valid measures of youths’ gang membership (see Bjerregaard and Smith 1993; Fagan 1990; Thornberry et al. 1993; Winfree et al. 1992). This research suggests that using more restrictive measures (such as initiation rituals, a gang name, symbolic systems such as colors or signs) does not change substantive conclusions concerning gang members’ behaviors when comparing self-defined gang members to those members who meet these more restrictive definitions. Although most researchers agree that the group should be involved in illegal activities in order for the youth to be classified as a gang member (see Esbensen et al. 1993; Esbensen and Huizinga 1993; Fagan 1989), other research that has used self-nomination without specifying crime as a defining feature has nonetheless consistently found serious criminal involvement as a feature that distinguishes gangs from other groups of youths (Fagan 1990; Thornberry et al. 1993; Winfree et al. 1992).
All the gang members in my sample were members of groups they described as delinquent.

Cooperation from agency personnel generally proves successful for accessing gang members (see Bowker et al. 1980; Fagan 1989; Short and Strodtebeck 1965). However, these referrals pose the problem of targeting only officially labeled gang youth. I took several steps to temper this problem. First, I did not choose agencies that dealt specifically with gang members, and I did not rely on agency rosters of “known” gang members for my sample. As a result of the gang/nongang comparative research design, I was able to avoid oversampling girls who were labeled as gang members by asking agency personnel to refer me not just to girls believed to be gang involved but also any other girls living in areas in Columbus where they might have contact with gangs. Second, although I was only moderately successful, throughout the project I attempted to expand my sample on the basis of snowball techniques (see Fagan 1989; Hagedorn 1988). I only generated one successful referral outside of the agency contexts. However, I was successful at snowballing within agencies. Several girls I interviewed were gang involved but without staff knowledge, and they were referred to me by other girls I interviewed within the facilities. Thus, in a limited capacity, I was able to interview gang members who had not been detected by officials. Nonetheless, my sample is still limited to youths who have experienced intervention in some capacity, whether formal or informal, and thus it may not be representative of gang-involved girls in the community at large.

The survey interview was a variation of several instruments currently being used in research in a number of cities across the United States and included a broad range of questions and scales measuring factors that may be related to gang membership. On issues related to violence, it included questions about peer activities and delinquency, individual delinquent involvement, family violence and abuse, and victimization. When young women responded affirmatively to being gang members, I followed with a series of questions about the nature of their gang, including its size, leadership, activities, symbols, and so on. Girls who admitted gang involvement during the survey participated in a follow-up interview to talk in more depth about their gangs and gang activities. The goal of the in-depth interview was to gain a greater understanding of the nature and meanings of gang life from the point of view of its female members. A strength of qualitative interviewing is its ability to shed light on this aspect of the social world, highlighting the meanings individuals attribute to their experiences (Adler and Adler 1987; Glassner and Loughlin 1987; Miller and Glassner 1997). In addition, using multiple methods, including follow-up interviews, provided me with a means of detecting inconsistencies in young women’s accounts of their experiences.
Fortunately, no serious contradictions arose. However, a limitation of the data is that only young women were interviewed. Thus, I make inferences about gender dynamics, and young men’s behavior, based only on young women’s perspectives.

The in-depth interviews were open-ended and all but one were audiotaped. They were structured around several groupings of questions. We began by discussing girls’ entry into their gangs—when and how they became involved, and what other things were going on in their lives at the time. Then, we discussed the structure of the gang—its history, size, leadership, and organization, and their place in the group. The next series of questions concerned gender within the gang; for example, how girls get involved, what activities they engage in and whether these are the same as the young men’s activities, and what kind of males and females have the most influence in the gang and why. The next series of questions explored gang involvement more generally—what being in the gang means, what kinds of things they do together, and so on. Then, I asked how safe or dangerous they feel gang membership is and how they deal with risk. I concluded by asking them to speculate about why people their age join gangs, what things they like, what they dislike and have learned by being in the gang, and what they like best about themselves. This basic guideline was followed for each interview subject, although when additional topics arose in the context of the interview, we often deviated from the interview guide to pursue them. Throughout the interviews, issues related to violence emerged; these issues form the core of the discussion that follows.

SETTING

Columbus is a particular type of gang city. Gangs are a relatively new phenomenon there, with their emergence dated around 1985 (Maxson, Woods, and Klein 1995). In addition, it is thriving economically, experiencing both population and economic growth over the last decade (Rusk 1995). As such, it is representative of a recent pattern of gang proliferation into numerous cities, suburbs, and towns that do not have many of the long-standing problems associated with traditional gang cities, such as deindustrialization, population loss, and the deterioration of social support networks (see Curry et al. 1996; Hagedorn 1988; Klein 1995; Maxson et al. 1995; Spergel and Curry 1993). Even as Columbus has prospered, however, its racial disparities have grown (Columbus Metropolitan Human Services Commission 1995:17). In fact, in relative terms (comparing the gap between African Americans and Whites), racial disparities in measures such as income and
percentage poverty in Columbus are equal to or even greater than in many cities experiencing economic and population declines.4

According to recent police estimates, Columbus has about 30 active gangs, with 400 to 1,000 members (LaLonde 1995). Most of these groups are small in size (20 or fewer members) and are either African American or racially mixed with a majority of African American members (Mayhood and LaLonde 1995). Gangs in Columbus have adopted “big-city” gang names such as Crips, Bloods, and Folks, along with the dress styles, signs, and graffiti of these groups, although gangs are and have been primarily a “homegrown” problem in Columbus rather than a result of organized gang migration (Huff 1989). Local police view these groups as criminally oriented, but not especially sophisticated. On the whole, gangs in Columbus seem to match those described in other cities with emergent gang problems—best characterized as “relatively autonomous, smaller, independent groups, poorly organized and less territorial” than in older gang cities (Klein 1995:36).

The young women I interviewed described their gangs in ways that are very much in keeping with these findings. All 20 are members of Folks, Crips, or Bloods sets.5 All but 3 described gangs with fewer than 30 members, and most reported relatively narrow age ranges between members. Half were in gangs with members who were 21 or over, but almost without exception, their gangs were made up primarily of teenagers, with either one adult who was considered the OG (“Original Gangster,” leader) or just a handful of young adults. The majority (14 of 20) reported that their gangs did not include members under the age of 13.

Although the gangs these young women were members of were composed of both female and male members, they varied in their gender composition, with the vast majority being predominantly male. Six girls reported that girls were one-fifth or fewer of the members of their gang; 8 were in gangs in which girls were between a quarter and a third of the overall membership; 4 said girls were between 44 and 50 percent of the members; and 1 girl reported that her gang was two-thirds female and one-third male. Overall, girls were typically a minority within these groups numerically, with 11 girls reporting that there were 5 or fewer girls in their set.

This structure—male-dominated, integrated mixed-gender gangs—likely shapes gender dynamics in particular ways. Much past gang research has assumed that female members of gangs are in auxiliary subgroups of male gangs, but there is increasing evidence—including from the young women I spoke with—that many gangs can be characterized as integrated, mixed-gender groups. For example, from interviews with 110 female gang members in three sites (Boston, Seattle, and Pueblo, Colorado), Curry (1997) found integrated mixed-gender gangs to be the predominant gang structure of female gang
members, with 57.3 percent of girls describing their gangs as mixed-gender. It is likely that gang structure shapes both status orientations and criminal involvement among gang members (Brotherton 1996), and that these differences may also be mediated by ethnicity (Brotherton 1996; Joe and Chesney-Lind 1995; Moore and Hagedorn, 1996). Generalizability beyond mixed-gender, predominantly African American gangs in emergent gang cities, then, is questionable.

GENDER, GANGS, AND VIOLENCE

Gangs as Protection and Risk

An irony of gang involvement is that although many members suggest one thing they get out of the gang is a sense of protection (see also Decker 1996; Joe and Chesney-Lind 1995; Lauderback et al. 1992), gang membership itself means exposure to victimization risk and even a willingness to be victimized. These contradictions are apparent when girls talk about what they get out of the gang, and what being in the gang means in terms of other members’ expectations of their behavior. In general, a number of girls suggested that being a gang member is a source of protection around the neighborhood. Erica, a 17-year-old African American, explained, “It’s like people look at us and that’s exactly what they think, there’s a gang, and they respect us for that. They won’t bother us. . . . It’s like you put that intimidation in somebody.” Likewise, Lisa, a 14-year-old White girl, described being in the gang as empowering: “You just feel like, oh my God, you know, they got my back. I don’t need to worry about it.” Given the violence endemic in many inner-city communities, these beliefs are understandable, and to a certain extent, accurate.

In addition, some young women articulated a specifically gendered sense of protection that they felt as a result of being a member of a group that was predominantly male. Gangs operate within larger social milieus that are characterized by gender inequality and sexual exploitation. Being in a gang with young men means at least the semblance of protection from, and retaliation against, predatory men in the social environment. Heather, a 15-year-old White girl, noted, “You feel more secure when, you know, a guy’s around protectin’ you, you know, than you would a girl.” She explained that as a gang member, because “you get protected by guys . . . not as many people mess with you.” Other young women concurred and also described that male gang members could retaliate against specific acts of violence against girls in the gang. Nikkie, a 13-year-old African American girl, had a friend who was raped by a rival gang member, and she said, “It was a Crab [Crip] that
raped my girl in Miller Ales, and um, they was ready to kill him.” Keisha, an African American 14-year-old, explained, “If I got beat up by a guy, all I gotta do is go tell one of the niggers, you know what I’m sayin’? Or one of the guys, they’d take care of it.”

At the same time, members recognized that they may be targets of rival gang members and were expected to “be down” for their gang at those times even when it meant being physically hurt. In addition, initiation rites and internal rules were structured in ways that required individuals to submit to, and be exposed to, violence. For example, young women’s descriptions of the qualities they valued in members revealed the extent to which exposure to violence was an expected element of gang involvement. Potential members, they explained, should be tough, able to fight and to engage in criminal activities, and also should be loyal to the group and willing to put themselves at risk for it. Erica explained that they didn’t want “punks” in her gang: “When you join something like that, you might as well expect that there’s gonna be fights. . . . And, if you’re a punk, or if you’re scared of stuff like that, then don’t join.” Likewise, the following dialogue with Cathy, a White 16-year-old, reveals similar themes. I asked her what her gang expected out of members and she responded, “to be true to our gang and to have our backs.” When I asked her to elaborate, she explained,

\[
\text{Cathy: } \text{Like, uh, if you say you’re a Blood, you be a Blood. You wear your rag even when you’re by yourself. You know, don’t let anybody intimidate you and be like, “Take that rag off.” You know, “you better get with our set.” Or something like that.}
\]

\[
\text{JM: Ok. Anything else that being true to the set means?}
\]

\[
\text{Cathy: Um. Yeah, I mean, just, just, you know, I mean it’s, you got a whole bunch of people comin’ up in your face and if you’re by yourself they ask you what’s your claimin’, you tell ‘em. Don’t say “nothin’.”}
\]

\[
\text{JM: Even if it means getting beat up or something?}
\]

\[
\text{Cathy: Mmmmm.}
\]

One measure of these qualities came through the initiation process, which involved the individual submitting to victimization at the hands of the gang’s members. Typically this entailed either taking a fixed number of “blows” to the head and/or chest or being “beaten in” by members for a given duration (e.g., 60 seconds). Heather described the initiation as an important event for determining whether someone would make a good member:

When you get beat in if you don’t fight back and if you just like stop and you start cryin’ or somethin’ or beggin’ ‘em to stop and stuff like that, then, they
ain’t gonna, they’ll just stop and they’ll say that you’re not gang material because you gotta be hard, gotta be able to fight, take punches.

In addition to the initiation, and threats from rival gangs, members were expected to adhere to the gang’s internal rules (which included such things as not fighting with one another, being “true” to the gang, respecting the leader, not spreading gang business outside the gang, and not dating members of rival gangs). Breaking the rules was grounds for physical punishment, either in the form of a spontaneous assault or a formal “violation,” which involved taking a specified number of blows to the head. For example, Keisha reported that she talked back to the leader of her set and “got slapped pretty hard” for doing so. Likewise, Veronica, an African American 15-year-old, described her leader as “crazy, but we gotta listen to ’im. He’s just the type that if you don’t listen to ’im, he gonna blow your head off. He’s just crazy.”

It is clear that regardless of members’ perceptions of the gang as a form of “protection,” being a gang member also involves a willingness to open oneself up to the possibility of victimization. Gang victimization is governed by rules and expectations, however, and thus does not involve the random vulnerability that being out on the streets without a gang might entail in high-crime neighborhoods. Because of its structured nature, this victimization risk may be perceived as more palatable by gang members. For young women in particular, the gendered nature of the streets may make the empowerment available through gang involvement an appealing alternative to the individualized vulnerability they otherwise would face. However, as the next sections highlight, girls’ victimization risks continue to be shaped by gender, even within their gangs, because these groups are structured around gender hierarchies as well.

**Gender and Status, Crime and Victimization**

Status hierarchies within Columbus gangs, like elsewhere, were male dominated (Bowker et al. 1980; Campbell 1990). Again, it is important to highlight that the structure of the gangs these young women belonged to—that is, male-dominated, integrated mixed-gender gangs—likely shaped the particular ways in which gender dynamics played themselves out. Autonomous female gangs, as well as gangs in which girls are in auxiliary subgroups, may be shaped by different gender relations, as well as differences in orientations toward status, and criminal involvement.

All the young women reported having established leaders in their gang, and this leadership was almost exclusively male. While LaShawna, a 17-year-
old African American, reported being the leader of her set (which had a membership that is two-thirds girls, many of whom resided in the same residential facility as her), all the other girls in mixed-gender gangs reported that their OG was male. In fact, a number of young women stated explicitly that only male gang members could be leaders. Leadership qualities, and qualities attributed to high-status members of the gang—being tough, able to fight, and willing to “do dirt” (e.g., commit crime, engage in violence) for the gang—were perceived as characteristically masculine. Keisha noted, “The guys, they just harder.” She explained, “Guys is more rougher. We have our G’s back but, it ain’t gonna be like the guys, they just don’t give a fuck. They gonna shoot you in a minute.” For the most part, status in the gang was related to traits such as the willingness to use serious violence and commit dangerous crimes and, though not exclusively, these traits were viewed primarily as qualities more likely and more intensely located among male gang members.

Because these respected traits were characterized specifically as masculine, young women actually may have had greater flexibility in their gang involvement than young men. Young women had fewer expectations placed on them—by both their male and female peers—in regard to involvement in criminal activities such as fighting, using weapons, and committing other crimes. This tended to decrease girls’ exposure to victimization risk comparable to male members, because they were able to avoid activities likely to place them in danger. Girls could gain status in the gang by being particularly hard and true to the set. Heather, for example, described the most influential girl in her set as “the hardest girl, the one that don’t take no crap, will stand up to anybody.” Likewise, Diane, a White 15-year-old, described a highly respected female member in her set as follows:

People look up to Janeen just ’cause she’s so crazy. People just look up to her ’cause she don’t care about nothin’. She don’t even care about makin’ money. Her, her thing is, “Oh, you’re a Slob [Blood]? You’re a Slob? You talkin’ to me? You talkin’ shit to me?” Pow, pow! And that’s it. That’s it.

However, young women also had a second route to status that was less available to young men. This came via their connections—as sisters, girlfriends, cousins—to influential, high-status young men. In Veronica’s set, for example, the girl with the most power was the OG’s “sister or his cousin, one of ’em.” His girlfriend also had status, although Veronica noted that “most of us just look up to our OG.” Monica, a 16-year-old African American, and Tamika, a 15-year-old African American, both had older brothers in their
gangs, and both reported getting respect, recognition, and protection because of this connection. This route to status and the masculinization of high-status traits functioned to maintain gender inequality within gangs, but they also could put young women at less risk of victimization than young men. This was both because young women were perceived as less threatening and thus were less likely to be targeted by rivals, and because they were not expected to prove themselves in the ways that young men were, thus decreasing their participation in those delinquent activities likely to increase exposure to violence. Thus, gender inequality could have a protective edge for young women.

Young men’s perceptions of girls as lesser members typically functioned to keep girls from being targets of serious violence at the hands of rival young men, who instead left routine confrontations with rival female gang members to the girls in their own gang. Diane said that young men in her gang “don’t wanna waste their time hittin’ on some little girls. They’re gonna go get their little cats [females] to go get ’em.” Lisa remarked,

Girls don’t face much violence as [guys]. They see a girl, they say, “we’ll just smack her and send her on.” They see a guy—’cause guys are like a lot more into it than girls are, I’ve noticed that—and they like, well, “we’ll shoot him.”

In addition, the girls I interviewed suggested that, in comparison with young men, young women were less likely to resort to serious violence, such as that involving a weapon, when confronting rivals. Thus, when girls’ routine confrontations were more likely to be female on female than male on female, girls’ risk of serious victimization was lessened further.

Also, because participation in serious and violent crime was defined primarily as a masculine endeavor, young women could use gender as a means of avoiding participation in those aspects of gang life they found risky, threatening, or morally troubling. Of the young women I interviewed, about one-fifth were involved in serious gang violence: A few had been involved in aggravated assaults on rival gang members, and one admitted to having killed a rival gang member, but they were by far the exception. Most girls tended not to be involved in serious gang crime, and some reported that they chose to exclude themselves because they felt ambivalent about this aspect of gang life. Angie, an African American 15-year-old, explained,

I don’t get involved like that, be out there goin’ and just beat up people like that or go stealin’, things like that. That’s not me. The boys, mostly the boys do all that, the girls we just sit back and chill, you know.
Likewise, Diane noted,

For maybe a drive-by they might wanna have a bunch of dudes. They might not put the females in that. Maybe the females might be weak inside, not strong enough to do something like that, just on the insides. . . . If a female wants to go forward and doin’ that, and she wants to risk her whole life for doin’ that, then she can. But the majority of the time, that job is given to a man.

Diane was not just alluding to the idea that young men were stronger than young women. She also inferred that young women were able to get out of committing serious crime, more so than young men, because a girl shouldn’t have to “risk her whole life” for the gang. In accepting that young men were more central members of the gang, young women could more easily participate in gangs without putting themselves in jeopardy—they could engage in the more routine, everyday activities of the gang, like hanging out, listening to music, and smoking bud (marijuana). These male-dominated mixed-gender gangs thus appeared to provide young women with flexibility in their involvement in gang activities. As a result, it is likely that their risk of victimization at the hands of rivals was less than that of young men in gangs who were engaged in greater amounts of crime.

**Girls’ Devaluation and Victimization**

In addition to girls choosing not to participate in serious gang crimes, they also faced exclusion at the hands of young men or the gang as a whole (see also Bowker et al. 1980). In particular, the two types of crime mentioned most frequently as “off-limits” for girls were drug sales and drive-by shootings. LaShawna explained, “We don’t really let our females [sell drugs] unless they really wanna and they know how to do it and not to get caught and every-thing.” Veronica described a drive-by that her gang participated in and said, “They wouldn’t let us [females] go. But we wanted to go, but they wouldn’t let us.” Often, the exclusion was couched in terms of protection. When I asked Veronica why the girls couldn’t go, she said, “so we won’t go to jail if they was to get caught. Or if one of ’em was to get shot, they wouldn’t want it to happen to us.” Likewise, Sonita, a 13-year-old African American, noted, “If they gonna do somethin’ bad and they think one of the females gonna get hurt they don’t let ’em do it with them. . . . Like if they involved with shooting or whatever, [girls] can’t go.”

Although girls’ exclusion from some gang crime may be framed as protective (and may reduce their victimization risk vis-à-vis rival gangs), it
also served to perpetuate the devaluation of female members as less significant to the gang—not as tough, true, or “down” for the gang as male members. When LaShawna said her gang blocked girls’ involvement in serious crime, I pointed out that she was actively involved herself. She explained, “Yeah, I do a lot of stuff ’cause I’m tough. I likes, I likes messin’ with boys. I fight boys. Girls ain’t nothin’ to me.” Similarly, Tamika said, “girls, they little peons.”

Some young women found the perception of them as weak a frustrating one. Brandi, an African American 13-year-old, explained, “Sometimes I dislike that the boys, sometimes, always gotta take charge and they think, sometimes, that the girls don’t know how to take charge ’cause we’re like girls, we’re females, and like that.” And Chantell, an African American 14-year-old, noted that rival gang members “think that you’re more of a punk.” Beliefs that girls were weaker than boys meant that young women had a harder time proving that they were serious about their commitment to the gang. Diane explained,

A female has to show that she’s tough. A guy can just, you can just look at him. But a female, she’s gotta show. She’s gotta go out and do some dirt. She’s gotta go whip some girl’s ass, shoot somebody, rob somebody or something. To show that she is tough.

In terms of gender-specific victimization risk, the devaluation of young women suggests several things. It could lead to the mistreatment and victimization of girls by members of their own gang when they didn’t have specific male protection (i.e., a brother, boyfriend) in the gang or when they weren’t able to stand up for themselves to male members. This was exacerbated by activities that led young women to be viewed as sexually available. In addition, because young women typically were not seen as a threat by young men, when they did pose one, they could be punished even more harshly than young men, not only for having challenged a rival gang or gang member but also for having overstepped “appropriate” gender boundaries.

Monica had status and respect in her gang, both because she had proven herself through fights and criminal activities, and because her older brothers were members of her set. She contrasted her own treatment with that of other young women in the gang:

They just be puttin’ the other girls off. Like Andrea, man. Oh my God, they dog Andrea so bad. They like, “Bitch, go to the store.” She like, “All right, I be right back.” She will go to the store and go and get them whatever they want and come back with it. If she don’t get it right, they be like, “Why you do that
“bitch?” I mean, and one dude even smacked her. And, I mean, and, I don’t, I told my brother once. I was like, “Man, it ain’t even like that. If you ever see someone tryin’ to disrespect me like that or hit me, if you do not hit them or at least say somethin’ to them….” So my brothers, they kinda watch out for me.

However, Monica put the responsibility for Andrea’s treatment squarely on the young woman: “I put that on her. They ain’t gotta do her like that, but she don’t gotta let them do her like that either.” Andrea was seen as “weak” because she did not stand up to the male members in the gang; thus, her mistreatment was framed as partially deserved because she did not exhibit the valued traits of toughness and willingness to fight that would allow her to defend herself.

An additional but related problem was when the devaluation of young women within gangs was sexual in nature. Girls, but not boys, could be initiated into the gang by being “sexed in”—having sexual relations with multiple male members of the gang. Other members viewed the young women initiated in this way as sexually available and promiscuous, thus increasing their subsequent mistreatment. In addition, the stigma could extend to female members in general, creating a sexual devaluation that all girls had to contend with.

The dynamics of “sexing in” as a form of gang initiation placed young women in a position that increased their risk of ongoing mistreatment at the hands of their gang peers. According to Keisha, “If you get sexed in, you have no respect. That means you gotta go ho’in’ for ’em; when they say you give ’em the pussy, you gotta give it to ’em. If you don’t, you gonna get your ass beat. I ain’t down for that.” One girl in her set was sexed in and Keisha said the girl “just do everything they tell her to do, like a dummy.” Nikkie reported that two girls who were sexed into her set eventually quit hanging around with the gang because they were harassed so much. In fact, Veronica said the young men in her set purposely tricked girls into believing they were being sexed into the gang and targeted girls they did not like:

If some girls wanted to get in, if they don’t like the girl they have sex with ’em. They run trains on ’em or either have the girl suck their thang. And then they used to, the girls used to think they was in. So, then the girls used to just come try to hang around us and all this little bull, just ’cause, ’cause they thinkin’ they in.

Young women who were sexed into the gang were viewed as sexually promiscuous, weak, and not “true” members. They were subject to revictimization and mistreatment, and were viewed as deserving of abuse by other
members, both male and female. Veronica continued, “They [girls who are sexed in] gotta do whatever, whatever the boys tell ’em to do when they want ’em to do it, right then and there, in front of whoever. And, I think, that’s just sick. That’s nasty, that’s dumb.” Keisha concurred, “She brought that on herself, by bein’ the fact, bein’ sexed in.” There was evidence, however, that girls could overcome the stigma of having been sexed in through their subsequent behavior, by challenging members that disrespect them and being willing to fight. Tamika described a girl in her set who was sexed in, and stigmatized as a result, but successfully fought to rebuild her reputation:

Some people, at first, they call her “little ho” and all that. But then, now she startin’ to get bold. . . . Like, like, they be like, “Ooh, look at the little ho. She fucked me and my boy.” She be like, “Man, forget y’all. Man, what? What?” She be ready to squat [fight] with ’em. I be like, “Ah, look at her!” Uh huh. . . . At first we looked at her like, “Ooh, man, she a ho, man.” But now we look at her like she just our kickin’ it partner. You know, however she got in that’s her business.

The fact that there was such an option as “sexing in” served to keep girls disempowered, because they always faced the question of how they got in and of whether they were “true” members. In addition, it contributed to a milieu in which young women’s sexuality was seen as exploitable. This may help explain why young women were so harshly judgmental of those girls who were sexed in. Young women who were privy to male gang members’ conversations reported that male members routinely disrespect girls in the gang by disparaging them sexually. Monica explained,

I mean the guys, they have their little comments about ’em [girls in the gang] because, I hear more because my brothers are all up there with the guys and everything and I hear more just sittin’ around, just listenin’. And they’ll have their little jokes about “Well, ha I had her,” and then and everybody else will jump in and say, “Well, I had her, too.” And then they’ll laugh about it.

In general, because gender constructions defined young women as weaker than young men, young women were often seen as lesser members of the gang. In addition to the mistreatment these perceptions entailed, young women also faced particularly harsh sanctions for crossing gender boundaries—causing harm to rival male members when they had been viewed as nonthreatening. One young woman9 participated in the assault of a rival female gang member, who had set up a member of the girl’s gang. She explained, “The female was supposedly goin’ out with one of ours, went back and told a bunch of [rivals] what was goin’ on and got the [rivals] to
jump my boy. And he ended up in the hospital."

The story she told was unique but nonetheless significant for what it indicates about the gendered nature of gang violence and victimization. Several young men in her set saw the girl walking down the street, kidnapped her, then brought her to a member’s house. The young woman I interviewed, along with several other girls in her set, viciously beat the girl, then to their surprise the young men took over the beating, ripped off the girl’s clothes, brutally gang-raped her, then dumped her in a park. The interviewee noted, “I don’t know what happened to her. Maybe she died. Maybe, maybe someone came and helped her. I mean, I don’t know.” The experience scared the young woman who told me about it. She explained,

I don’t never want anythin’ like that to happen to me. And I pray to God that it doesn’t. ‘Cause God said that whatever you sow you’re gonna reap. And like, you know, beatin’ a girl up and then sittin’ there watchin’ somethin’ like that happen, well, Jesus that could come back on me. I mean, I felt, I really did feel sorry for her even though my boy was in the hospital and was really hurt. I mean, we coulda just shot her. You know, and it coulda been just over. We coulda just taken her life. But they went farther than that.

This young woman described the gang rape she witnessed as “the most brutal thing I’ve ever seen in my life.” While the gang rape itself was an unusual event, it remained a specifically gendered act that could take place precisely because young women were not perceived as equals. Had the victim been an “equal,” the attack would have remained a physical one. As the interviewee herself noted, “we coulda just shot her.” Instead, the young men who gang-raped the girl were not just enacting revenge on a rival but on a young woman who had dared to treat a young man in this way. The issue is not the question of which is worse—to be shot and killed, or gang-raped and left for dead. Rather, this particular act sheds light on how gender may function to structure victimization risk within gangs.

DISCUSSION

Gender dynamics in mixed-gender gangs are complex and thus may have multiple and contradictory effects on young women’s risk of victimization and repeat victimization. My findings suggest that participation in the delinquent lifestyles associated with gangs clearly places young women at risk for victimization. The act of joining a gang involves the initiate’s submission to victimization at the hands of her gang peers. In addition, the rules governing gang members’ activities place them in situations in which they are vulner-
able to assaults that are specifically gang related. Many acts of violence that girls described would not have occurred had they not been in gangs.

It seems, though, that young women in gangs believed they have traded unknown risks for known ones—that victimization at the hands of friends, or at least under specified conditions, was an alternative preferable to the potential of random, unknown victimization by strangers. Moreover, the gang offered both a semblance of protection from others on the streets, especially young men, and a means of achieving retaliation when victimization did occur.

Lauritsen and Quinet (1995) suggest that both individual-specific heterogeneity (unchanging attributes of individuals that contribute to a propensity for victimization, such as physical size or temperament) and state-dependent factors (factors that can alter individuals’ victimization risks over time, such as labeling or behavior changes that are a consequence of victimization) are related to youths’ victimization and repeat victimization risk. My findings here suggest that, within gangs, gender can function in both capacities to shape girls’ risks of victimization.

Girls’ gender, as an individual attribute, can function to lessen their exposure to victimization risk by defining them as inappropriate targets of rival male gang members’ assaults. The young women I interviewed repeatedly commented that young men were typically not as violent in their routine confrontations with rival young women as with rival young men. On the other hand, when young women are targets of serious assault, they may face brutality that is particularly harsh and sexual in nature because they are female—thus, particular types of assault, such as rape, are deemed more appropriate when young women are the victims.

Gender can also function as a state-dependent factor, because constructions of gender and the enactment of gender identities are fluid. On the one hand, young women can call upon gender as a means of avoiding exposure to activities they find risky, threatening, or morally troubling. Doing so does not expose them to the sanctions likely faced by male gang members who attempt to avoid participation in violence. Although these choices may insulate young women from the risk of assault at the hands of rival gang members, perceptions of female gang members—and of women in general—as weak may contribute to more routinized victimization at the hands of the male members of their gangs. Moreover, sexual exploitation in the form of “sexing in” as an initiation ritual may define young women as sexually available, contributing to a likelihood of repeat victimization unless the young woman can stand up for herself and fight to gain other members’ respect.
Finally, given constructions of gender that define young women as nonthreatening, when young women do pose a threat to male gang members, the sanctions they face may be particularly harsh because they not only have caused harm to rival gang members but also have crossed appropriate gender boundaries in doing so. In sum, my findings suggest that gender may function to insulate young women from some types of physical assault and lessen their exposure to risks from rival gang members, but also to make them vulnerable to particular types of violence, including routine victimization by their male peers, sexual exploitation, and sexual assault.

This article has offered preliminary evidence of how gender may shape victimization risk for female gang members. A great deal more work needs to be done in this area. Specifically, gang scholars need to address more systematically the relationships between gang involvement and victimization risk rather than focusing exclusively on gang members’ participation in violence as offenders. My research suggests two questions to be examined further, for both female and male gang members. First, are gang members more likely to be victimized than nongang members living in the same areas? Second, how does victimization risk fluctuate for gang members before, during, and after their gang involvement? Information about these questions will allow us to address whether and how gang involvement has an enhancement effect on youths’ victimization, as well as their delinquency.

With the growing interest in masculinities and crime (see Messerschmidt 1993; Newburn and Stanko 1994), an important corollary question to be examined is how masculinities shape victimization risk among male gang members. The young women I interviewed clearly associated serious gang violence with the enactment of masculinity and used gender constructions to avoid involvement in those activities they perceived as threatening. Young men thus may be at greater risk of serious physical assaults, because of their greater involvement in serious gang crime and violence, and because gender constructions within the gang make these activities more imperative for young men than for young women.

NOTES

1. I contacted numerous additional agency personnel in an effort to draw the sample from a larger population base, but many efforts remained unsuccessful despite repeated attempts and promises of assistance. These included persons at the probation department, a shelter and outreach agency for runaways, police personnel, a private residential facility for juveniles, and three additional community agencies. None of the agencies I contacted openly denied me permission to interview young women; they simply chose not to follow up. I do not believe that
much bias resulted from the nonparticipation of these agencies. Each has a client base of “at-risk” youths, and the young women I interviewed report overlap with some of these same agencies. For example, a number had been or were on probation, and several reported staying at the shelter for runaways.

2. One young woman was a member of an all-female gang. Because the focus of this article is gender dynamics in mixed-gender gangs, her interview is not included in the analysis.

3. These include the Gang Membership Resistance Surveys in Long Beach and San Diego, the Denver Youth Survey, and the Rochester Youth Development Study.

4. For example, Cleveland, Ohio provides a striking contrast with Columbus on social and economic indicators, including a poverty rate double that found in Columbus. But the poverty rate for African Americans in Cleveland is just over twice that for Whites, and it is more than three times higher in Columbus.

5. The term *set* was used by the gang members I interviewed to refer to their gangs. Because they adopted nationally recognized gang names (e.g., Crips, Bloods, Folks), they saw themselves as loosely aligned with other groups of the same name. This term was used to distinguish their particular gang (which has its own distinct name, e.g., Rolling 60s Crips) from other gangs that adopted the broader gang name. I will use the terms *set* and *gang* interchangeably.

6. This was compared to 36.4 percent who described their gangs as female auxiliaries of male gangs, and only 6.4 percent who described being in independent female gangs (Curry 1997; see also Decker and Van Winkle 1996).

7. All names are fictitious.

8. This is not to suggest that male members cannot gain status via their connections to high-status men, but that to maintain status, they will have to successfully exhibit masculine traits such as toughness. Young women appear to be held to more flexible standards.

9. Because this excerpt provides a detailed description of a specific serious crime, and because demographic information on respondents is available, I have chosen to conceal both the pseudonym and gang affiliation of the young woman who told me the story.
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